The density of states and other thermodynamic functions of helium nanodroplets are calculated for a microcanonical ensemble with both energy and total angular momentum treated as conserved quantum numbers. These functions allow angular momentum conserving evaporative cooling simulations. As part of this project, a recursion relationship is derived for the reduction to irreducible representations of the nth symmetric power of the irreducible representations of the rotation group. These give the distribution of total angular momentum states generated by putting multiple quanta into a ripplon or phonon mode of the droplet, each of which is characterized by a angular momentum quantum number.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spectroscopy of atoms and molecules dissolved in superfluid helium nanodroplets has become a field of intense activity. Such nanodroplets rapidly cool by evaporation, reaching final temperatures of Ϸ0.37 K. 1 There is a long history of their formation and study by mass spectroscopic methods.
2, 3 Vibrational, 1,4,5 electronic, [6] [7] [8] and rotational [9] [10] [11] transitions have been observed. Part of the interest in this field is that helium droplets provide a nearly ideal matrix 12 for isolation of highly unstable compounds. Many novel compounds and clusters have been synthesized and spectroscopically studied in this unique environment. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] There have been several previously reported calculations of the evaporative cooling of helium nanodroplets, 18, 19 and these have predicted a terminal temperature in excellent agreement with that latter observed experimentally.
1 These calculations, however, have not considered angular momentum conservation, which obviously imposes constraints on droplets cooling in a high-vacuum environment. In order to address the question of the possible trapping of angular momentum in a cooling droplet, the author has undertaken a new study of the evaporative cooling of the nanodroplets, but including angular momentum conservation, using methods analogous to ''phase space theory'' calculations of unimolecular dissociation. 20 Necessary inputs to such calculations are the density of states and integrated density of states of helium nanodroplets, over the energy and angular momentum range sampled in the evaporative cooling trajectories of nanodroplets.
The angular momentum resolved density of states of helium nanodroplets is not available in literature. While the calculation of this quantity is largely based upon straightforward extensions of standard convolution methods, there is one particular point that was not. The distribution of angular momentum states produced by excitation of an arbitrary number of quanta in a (2Lϩ1) degenerate vibrational state of angular momentum quantum number L was required. This distribution is provided by the reduction of the nth symmetric product of the Lth irreducible representation of the group of transformations of a sphere, K. While the equivalent reduction for common molecular point groups is well known, 21 the present author could not locate the general result for K, and has derived a recursion relationship that provides the needed reduction. This is presented in the present article, along with a derived asymptotic expression, which is of the same form as the thermal distribution of a rigid spherical top.
The density of both ripplon and phonon modes are considered separately. In each case, the simple scaling of the excitation spectrum with droplet size ͑and thus, number of helium atoms͒, allows the density of states to be derived as a unique function of a reduced energy. These functions have been fit to simple analytical expressions which provide excellent approximations over the range of energy and angular momentum of interest. In particular, it is found that the distribution of angular momentum quantum states is of the form of the thermal distribution of rotation for a rigid spherical top, with a reduced energy dependent effective inverse ''temperature'' that changes slowly with energy.
II. RIPPLON EXCITATIONS
The lowest-energy excitations of a pure droplet are ripplons, which are quantized capillary waves on the surface of the droplets. The properties of such waves on spherical drops are thoroughly described in the classic text on hydrodynamics by Lamb. 22 Classically, each ripplon mode involves a modulation of the surface of the droplet, with
where Lу2 and
and is the helium surface tension ͑approximated by the bulk zero-temperature value of 0.363 mJ/m 2 ), m is the atomic mass of helium, is the number density of helium ͑approximated by the bulk zero-temperature value of 0.0218 Å Ϫ3 ), and Rϭͱ 3 3N/4 ϭ2.22N 1/3 Å with N equal to the number of helium atoms in the droplet. Given that the spectrum of ripplon modes is proportional to a common factor that contains the size dependence, the thermodynamic functions of the ripplon modes are universal functions of a reduced energy which has unit value equal to E r ϭប 0 ϭ3.77/ͱNk B K.
The integrated total state count, N E , and the total density of states, E , can be calculated from the spectrum of ripplon mode frequencies using the Beyer-Swinehart direct count method. 20 In addition to the spectrum, one needs the degeneracy of a state with n L quanta in the ripplon mode with quantum number L. This is equal to the number of distinct ways of putting n L identical objects into 2Lϩ1 bins and 23 Define N E (E,L) to be the integrated density of states calculated using only ripplon modes with angular momentum quantum numbers less than or equal to L. We can recursively calculate the total integrated density of states by using:
where the unit step function is defined by ⌰(x)ϭ1(0) for x greater or equal to ͑or less than͒ zero. 24 for the thermodynamic functions of a microcanonical ensemble, we can derive the following:
. ͑10͒
FIG. 1. Plot of the natural log of the integrated density of states and density of states in reduced energy units. The integrated density is slightly higher than the density of states.
S E , T E , and C V are the microcanonical values of the entropy, temperature, and heat capacity due to the droplet modes as a function of reduced ripplon energy. through the inverse Laplace transformation of the hightemperature canonical partition function using the stationary phase approximation. ͑Their reported results have been converted to the normalized roton energy units used in this work.͒ It can be seen that the exponential dependence of the density of states is almost identical, but there is a slight difference in the power of the energy dependence of the exponential prefactor. For isolated helium nanodroplets, angular momentum, as well as energy, is a conserved quantity, and thus the proper statistical ensemble is one that sums only over states of the same energy and total angular momentum. As a first step in the calculation of the properties of this ensemble, we have derived a regression expression that determines
which is the number of states of total angular momentum quantum number J that are generated from placing n L quanta in a ripplon mode with angular momentum L. One should ''count'' such that each ''state'' is an irreducible representation with 2Jϩ1 values of the projection quantum number. This recursion expression and its derivation is given in the Appendix.
The individual values of N J (J,n L ,L) are quite irregular and do not appear to derive from any simple expression. However, the sum of states, of course, gives the simple expression:
Also, the mean value of the squared angular momentum has been empirically found to be given by a simple expression:
If we ignored the Bose symmetry ͑i.e., treated the angular momenta of different quanta in the same Ripplon mode as uncorrelated͒, we would not have the last term on the righthand side. The Bose symmetry increases the mean squared angular momentum because ripplon excitations have a greater probability of being in the same direction than if they where distinguishable. This closed form expression can be used to sum a thermal distribution of ripplons as a function of inverse temperature in reduced energy units,
If we neglect the correlations induced by the Bose symmetry of the ripplon modes, we get the same aforementioned result but with the last term on the right-hand side omitted. In a previous paper, the present author used the uncorrelated expression to calculate the root-mean-squared averaged angular ripplon angular momentum as a function of droplet size. 25 Figure 2 shows a plot of the thermally averaged value of J 2 calculated both neglecting the Bose symmetry and by explicit thermal average over the present microcanonical results. It is seen that the exact calculation is modestly higher than that for the uncorrelated prediction, but by a nearly constant factor of approximately 20%.
Given N J (J,n L ,L), the J restricted state count and density of states can be computed using a modification of the Beyer-Swinehart direct count. Define N EJ (E,J,L) to be the integrated density of states with total angular momentum J, but including excitation only in ripplon modes up to the angular momentum quantum number L. The following recursion relation is easily derived by using the triangle rule:
For each E, we need to iterate on L until ប L ϾE to get the complete integrated density of states, N EJ (E,J), with total angular momentum J. We have explicitly calculated N EJ (E) for Eр200 by this procedure. It was found that for each EϾ50, N EJ (E,J) has a distribution that accurately fits the functional form:
which is the form of the thermal distribution of a spherical rigid rotor. Figure 3 shows plots of the calculated distributions compared to the fitted ''thermal'' form for several values of the reduced energy. Assuming this thermal distribution of states with different rotational quantum numbers, the value of ␤ L (E) can be calculated if we know the mean value of total angular momentum, ͗J(Jϩ1)͘, over all states up to a given energy by using ͗J(Jϩ1)͘ϭ3/2␤ L Ϫ1 . Using the relationship given in Eq. ͑12͒, we have derived a recursion relationship to calculate this quantity without having to explicitly enumerate all the states as a function of J. Let A(E) be the average of the total angular momentum quantum numbers for all states up to reduced energy E, and A(E,L) the same quantity, but calculated only using ripplon modes with quantum numbers up to L. Since angular momentum in different modes are uncorrelated, the total angular momentum is just the sum of angular momentum in each individual mode. It is straightforward to derive that
The inverse ''rotational temperature,'' ␤ L (E), can be calculated by using the standard spherical top relation A(E) ϭ3/(2␤ L (E)). Using this procedure, ␤ L (E) has been calculated for Eϭ10-2500. The values of ␤ L (E) are plotted in Fig. 4 along with a fit through the points to a power law in energy:
with cϭ0.8680 and dϭ0.9639. A fit to the ␤ L values calculated using an energy bin of 0.01 reduced units gave c ϭ0.8679 and dϭ0.9759. The ␤ L values from this fit are also displayed in Fig. 4 , but cannot be distinguished on the scale of the plot. The ␤ L (E) calculated with Eq. ͑18͒ agrees with the calculated values to within 0.1% for Eϭ100-2500 and to within 1% for Eϭ50-100. The reduction in accuracy in this domain is because the calculated values of ␤ L (E) oscillate around the value predicted by Eq. ͑18͒. The leading power of Ϫ8/7 in ␤ L (E) can be derived by equating the high-temperature limit for the mean value of the total angular momentum squared for the canonical and microcanonical ensemble.
Using the standard relationships, we can calculate the thermodynamic quantities as a function of reduced ripplon energy and total angular momentum of the droplet as: 
Ϫ4/7 times smaller than the 12/49aE Ϫ10/7 term that it is added to͒, then the equation for T EJ can be reduced in the high-energy limit to
͑22͒
T EJ decreases monotonically with J for fixed E. T EJ (E,0)
, while for the root-mean-square value of J, T EJ (E,J)ϭT E (E). However, for Jӷ1.2E 6/7 , T EJ →1.01E
Ϫ2 , values much below T E (E) for the same value of E.
III. PHONON EXCITATIONS
Starting at a higher energy than the surface ripplon modes are phonon ͑compressional͒ excitations of the helium droplets. These normal modes are characterized by two quantum numbers, n, L, where nϭ1,2, . . . is the number of radial nodes and L is the angular momentum quantum number. Each normal node can be characterized by a wave number k n,L which is determined by k n,L ϭr n,L /R, where r n,L is the nth root of the spherical bessel function j L . 26 For k n,L Ӷ1 Å Ϫ1 ͑i.e., much smaller than the wave number of a roton͒, the excitation angular frequency of each mode is given by n,L ϭuk n,L , where uϭ236 m/s is the speed of sound in helium. 26 We define a reduced energy E p with an energy unit equal to the excitation energy of the lowest (nϭ1,Lϭ0) phonon which is បu/Rϭh•534N Ϫ1/3 GHz ϭ25.5N
We have calculated the density of states using similar methods as for the ripplon density of states, using a bin size of 0.1 reduced energy units. The integrated density of states was fit to the functional form
The values aϭ3.3306, bϭϪ3.5941, and f ϭ1.7786 reproduces the recursively calculated values of N E to an accuracy of better than Ϯ0.09% while N E varies by more than 130 orders of magnitude over the reduced energy interval E p ϭ25-500. We have assumed that the distribution of total angular momentum states will again be well approximated by the spherical top thermal distribution expression ͑16͒. Values of ␤ L (E) have been calculated using the recursion relationship for A(E), Eq. ͑17͒. These were found to be well approximated by the expression
. ͑24͒
Values of cϭ0.2545 and dϭ0.2929 reproduce the calculated values of ␤ L (E) to a fractional accuracy of better than 0.2% over the reduced energy interval E p ϭ25-500. Given these expressions for N E (E) and ␤ L (E), expressions for the various microcanonical thermodynamic quantities can be derived, both with and without angular momentum constraints, analogous the expressions given herein for the ensemble of ripplon modes. The same procedure can be used to calculate the density of states without the restriction k n,L Ӷ1 Å, if the values of n,m are calculated using the elementary excitation energy of liquid helium for wave number k n,L . However, this no longer results in a density of states that is a function only of a reduced energy, E p , and thus would have to be independently calculated for each droplet size. This has not been pursued in the present work.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have presented simple numerical procedures that allow the calculation of the density of states of both ripplon and phonon excitations of a helium nanodroplet as a function of both reduced energy and total angular momentum quantum numbers. It is found that these can be well approximated by simple analytical expressions. It has been found that the distribution of rotational total angular momentum, for each energy, closely follows that of rigid spherical top. The microcanonical expressions for the ripplon density of states has been used by the author and collaborator for statistical evaporative cooling calculations of both pure and doped helium nanodroplets, conserving angular momentum. That work will be presented in a future publication.
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APPENDIX: REDUCTION OF SYMMETRIC PRODUCTS OF THE ROTATION GROUP
In order to compute the density of ripplon states as a function of both energy and total angular momentum quantum number, one needs to determine the distribution of states of different angular momentum generated by n L quanta in each ripplon mode with mode angular momentum quantum number L. We use the fact that a set of states with a total angular moment quantum number L and with projection M ϭϪL,ϪLϩ1...L is an irreducible representation of the rotation group of the sphere, K ͑or the double group of rotations is half integer angular momentum is allowed for͒. Below, when we speak of a ''state'' with a given total angular momentum quantum number, J, it will be implicit we mean a degenerate set of (2Jϩ1) eigenstates with the allowed range of projection quantum numbers. For the states generated by multiple excitations in different modes, the total angular momentum distribution is found by the reduction of the direct product representation of the distributions in each mode. The reduction of a direct product representation for the sphere gives the well known triangle rule, i.e., products of states with quantum numbers J 1 and J 2 give one state each with Jϭ͉J 1 ϪJ 2 ͉,͉J 1 ϪJ 2 ͉ϩ1,...,J 1 ϩJ 2 . The triangle rule can be applied recursively to determine the total number of states with each total J once we know the distribution of number of states with each J quantum number for excitation of n L quanta in a harmonic ripplon mode with angular momentum quantum number L.
The distribution of states produced by a multiple excitation in a degenerate mode is not give by the direct product of that mode with itself n L times, but by the states given from the reduction of the symmetric n L power product of that mode. This is the meaning of the widely cited statement that vibrational quanta are ''Bosons.'' For the point groups relevant to the spectra of rigid molecules, the reduction of such symmetric products can be found in a standard text on vibrational spectroscopy. 21 However, the author has not been able to locate equivalent expressions for the reduction of general symmetric powers of the rotation group. In this Appendix, we give a recursion relation that has been used to calculate these up to high values of L and n L .
Each state produced by the symmetric direct product of n L quanta in mode with a total angular momentum quantum number L can be represented by a set of m i quantum numbers ͑integer or half integer depending upon L) such that
We will calculate a recursive relationship for
which is the number of n L th power symmetric product states of mode L such that the sum of the quantum numbers m i equals M . For n L ϭ1, N M (M ,1,L)ϭ1 if ͉M ͉рL and zero otherwise. Note that if we restrict m n L ϭL, then the total number of such states that contribute to
, then because the rest of the quantum numbers are restricted to only 2L values, the number of states that contribute to
The last term in the first argument arises from the ''shift'' in the projection quantum number when mapping the sum over the 2n L values to the symmetric direct product for a mode with the angular momentum quantum number LϪ1/2. For the general case of m n L ϭLϪk, the number of such states con-
Taking these contributions into account as well as that 0рkр2L and that
where k min is the maximum value of 0 and ϪM ϩ2LϪn L L and k max is the minimum value of 2L and LϪ(M /n L ). We can then calculate N J (J,n L ,L), the number of states with a total angular momentum quantum number J by
, as is done in many introductory quantum texts when calculating the terms produced by a given atomic configuration. It is apparent, since all terms in Eq. ͑A2͒ shift in their first argument by one when the first argument on the left-hand side shifted by one that exactly the same recursion relationship can be applied to directly calculate the N J (J,n L ,L) values. However, in such a calculation, one must replaces N J (ϪJ,n L ,L) by ϪN J (JϪ1,n L ,L) and N J (Ϫ1/2,n L ,L)ϭ0 when these negative argument values arise in the recursion. Also, the recursion is started by using N J (J,1,L)ϭ␦(J,L). It is also easily demonstrated that N J (J,2,L)ϭ(1/2)(1ϩ(Ϫ1) Jϩ2L ) for J р2L ͑the factor of 2L is included to make the result correct even in the case of half-integer quantum numbers͒. Note that it is possible to calculate each successive value of n L by replacement in a single stored two-dimensional matrix by looping down from the highest L value.
The calculation of the N J (J,n L ,L) values becomes quite memory demanding for large values of n L ,L. This is in part because they must be generated with increasing values of n L , but must be used in the calculation of the density of states in order of increasing L, thus requiring a threedimensional matrix with Ϸ1/2(n max L max ) 2 elements, where n max and L max are the highest values of n L and L needed. However, it has been found that for large n L and L values, the distribution of N J (J,n L ,L) approaches that of a rotational distribution of a spherical top, i.e.,
where g(n L ,L)ϭ (n L ϩ2L)!/(2L)!n L ! is the total number of states ͑including the 2Jϩ1 degeneracies͒ generated with Jϭ0 . . . n L L. This functional form can be justified when it is recognized that the central limit theorem 23 suggests that N M (M ,n L ,L) should approach a Gaussian distribution in M for large n L values and that N J (J,n L ,L) is the derivative of N M (J,n L ,L) in that limit. We can determine the dependence of ␤(n L ,L) by equating the ''thermal average'' value of J(Jϩ1) to the exact expression, Eq. ͑12͒, which gives
For n L ϭ14 and Lу10, the maximum error in this approximation to N J (J,n L ,L) is less than 5% of the peak value for each L.
